
CTIA WIRELESS: OtterBox has the Toughest Cases for Tech

Fort Collins, COLO. – The International CTIA WIRELESS® show brings wireless advancements to life through 
a large-scale, interactive event in New Orleans, La. The mobile technology world will meet in celebration of 
innovation May 8-10, 2012 and connect thousands of enthusiasts with cutting-edge products from companies 
like OtterBox®, a manufacturer of protective cases for handheld devices. See the toughest cases for tech 
during CTIA WIRELESS from OtterBox in booth #2557. 

OtterBox provides peace of mind to mobile technology users whose busy lives are naturally hazardous 
to technology. By creating premium custom cases that complement the look, feel and functionality of 
smartphones, tablets and eReaders, OtterBox protects both the technology and the lifestyle of its user. From 
installation to utilization, OtterBox cases provide a worry-free mobile experience. 

Made for adventure, the Defender Series® sets the bar for mobile protection. Its multi-layered design has been 
acclaimed for providing reliable protection in unforgiving environments. A built-in screen protector, fortified 
polycarbonate frame and robust silicone skin defend the device from drop, dust and scratches. Most Defender 
Series cases include a holster-style swiveling belt clip that doubles as a stand for fumble-free access and 
effortless media viewing.*

Made for action, the Commuter Series® also provides multi-layered protection but in a slim form. A silicone 
mid-layer cushions the device while a sturdy polycarbonate shell adds reinforcement and provides a smooth, 
pocket-friendly finish. A self-adhering screen protector completes the protective package, guarding the 
display from scuffs and scratches.**   

Made for versatility, the Reflex Series® provides compact and lightweight protection along with easy access for 
accessory docking. Its ultra-slim single layer is a fusion of silicone and polycarbonate that snaps together for 
quick installation and removal. It also includes is a self-adhering screen protector.**
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Made for fun, the uniquely simple yet surprisingly tough single-layer Impact Series® minimizes bulk while 
providing substantial protection. The robust silicone skin features inner coring that safeguards against bumps 
and scuffs. A self-adhering screen protector is provided to keep the display pristine.**  

For more OtterBox information visit booth #2557 during CTIA WIRELESS or go to www.otterbox.com.  

About OtterBox:
Built upon fundamentals of hard work, innovation and perseverance, OtterBox is a leader in the production of 
premier protective solutions for global handheld manufacturers, wireless carriers and distributors. Incorporating 
creativity and cutting-edge design into every product, OtterBox creates sleek and durable cases that offer 
reliable device protection to complement any lifestyle. 

OtterBox was founded in 1998 and is headquartered in Fort Collins, Colo. In 2010 OtterBox established an EMEA 
headquarters in Ireland and an APAC headquarters in Hong Kong.

For more information, visit www.otterbox.com  
We’ve Got Technology Covered.

Notes:

*Defender Series NOT protected against water. Will provide added protection against bump, drop and shock.

**Commuter Series, Reflex Series and Impact Series NOT protected against water. Will provide added protection against bump and shock.
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